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1 President’s Report

The College had another very busy year in 2009. I would like to thank the members of the
Executive Board which in 2009 consisted of Dr. David Jenkins (Vice President), Dr. Louis
Loizou (Hon. Secretary), Dr. Paul Thibault (Treasurer), Dr. Ivor Berman, Prof. Lourens
Bester, Dr. Jacqui Chirgwin, Dr. Paul Dinnen and Dr. Gabrielle McMullin. Gabrielle has
since resigned due to other commitments and we thank Gabrielle for her contribution
to the College. The Board has since elected Dr. Stephen Shumack as a new Executive
Board member. Stephen brings with him years of experience as the Treasurer and then the
Hon. Secretary of the Australasian College of Dermatologists and his contribution to our
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governance will be invaluable. We welcome Stephen to the College Board.
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We organised four workshops in 2009 including a Phlebology Emergency Crisis
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Management Workshop conducted by Dr. John Vassiliadis on 21 July 2009 at the
Simulation Centre of the Royal North Shore Hospital, an Ambulatory Phlebectomy
Workshop organised by Dr. Mark Elvy on 16 May 2009 at Sydney Skin and Vein Clinic, a
Laser Safety Officer Workshop conducted by Prof. Lee Collins on 12 June 2009 at the Vibe
Hotel, Rushcutters Bay; and a Sclerotherapy Workshop organised by Dr. Louis Loizou on
24 October 2009 at St. Vincent’s Hospital, Melbourne. I sincerely thank all the organisers
for their hard work. The Workshops have proved to be a success from both an educational
point of view and also they have formed a good source of income for the College.
Our activities at a faculty level expanded from NSW to Victoria and QLD and for the first
time we witnessed two Victorian Faculty Vein Schools and Journal Clubs. We thank Dr.
Stefania Roberts and Prof. Ken Myers for organising the Vein Schools in Victoria. Trainees
travelled from NSW and even QLD to attend these events, which is a reflection of the
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forward to more NSW activities in 2010.
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The Part I and Part II Written and Clinical examinations were conducted in October
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quality of the Victorian meetings and the dedication of registrars to their training. The NSW
Faculty conducted its regular meetings 5 times in 2009. I thank David Jenkins and look

and November. I congratulate the Basic Sclerotherapy Certificate Graduands Dr. Chris
Lekich, Dr. Lisa Marks, Dr. Martine Apikian, Dr. Sam Dunn and Dr. Jill Gibson also
congratulations to Dr. Peter Paraskevas who passed his Part II Clinical Examinations and
joined us as a Fellow.
The College membership remains steady. Our total membership stands at 188 which
includes 96 Fellows and 92 Members (Table, Page 3). The composition of
the College shows that we have an increasing number of specialists joining the College.
The cross fertilisation of knowledge and the interaction between the different specialists
is quite unique to this College and is our major strength. The contribution of vascular
physicians, surgeons, haematologists, dermatologists and interventional radiologists
was especially evident in our 2010 meeting and created great debate and exchange of
ideas. In my opinion this is what our College will be remembered for, its diversity of
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membership and open public forums for scientific exchange and discovery.
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E N D O L A S E R 15 0 0 nm
TM

The ideal alternative to classic surgical stripping of the great and small saphenous veins!
• Less painful • Less bruising • Less expensive fibers
The Endo laser 1500nm delivers the optimal wavelength for the endoluminal treatment of varicose veins.
The 1500 nm is 1000 times more absorbent in water than 810 nm with this greater specificity requiring less
power, implying less heat diffusion in surrounding tissue and no undesirable side effects.
Only a minimum of local anesthesia is needed, delivered through a sole puncture with patients being able
to walk within 15 minutes of the treatment.

Key features:
•
•
•
•

Wavelength: 1500 nm
Procedure power: 6W
Maximum laser output power: 12 W
Red aiming beam (630 nm) enables visibility
of fiber tip throughout procedure
• Small, portable, weighing approx 10kg
• Synchronized pull back device available
• Fiber tester incorporated
Proudly distributed by:
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Device Consulting Pty L t d . Un i t 1 5 , 6 2 A Al b e r t S t re e t P re s t o n Vi c t o r i a 3 0 72
Tel +613 9484 7722 Fax + 6 1 3 9 4 8 4 7 7 3 3
Em a il: sa les@devicecons u l t i n g . c o m . a u We b : www. d e vi c e c o n s u l t i n g . c o m . a u

In 2009 we did not organise a Conference because of the UIP World
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9

Fellow

42

Honorary Fellow

18

Fellow Emeritus

27

TOTAL:

Congress in September and our Annual Scientific Meeting (ASM)
92

was moved to 2010. This meeting was held at the Langham Hotel,
Auckland, from 6th – 11th February and saw a record number of
delegates, especially from overseas with more than 20 different
countries represented. The ASM and its pre and post conference

96

Workshops and Courses were received very well.
Our impressive list of international speakers included Professor

188

Imre Bihari (Hungary), Professor Philip Coleridge Smith (UK),
Dr. Michel Schadeck (France), Dr. JJ Guex (France), Dr. Attilio
Cavezzi (Italy), Dr. Ted King (USA), Dr. Nick Morrison (USA)
and Dr. Mark Vuylsteke (Belgium). Also for the first time we
invited members of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Sydney, and University of Tohuku (Japan) to teach
us about fluid mechanics of liquids and foams. Although not
much is known about the movement of foam and bubbles in blood
we think we have enticed the physicists to start thinking about
this problem which may lead to further research in this field.

continued Page 20...
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VNUS ClosureFAST ™

A superior patient recovery profile

less pain. less bruising. fewer complications

Disposable catheter inserted into vein
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Tyco Healthcare Pty Ltd
166 Epping Road,
Lane Cove NSW 2066
Australia
(t) 1800 252 467

Vein heats and collapses

Tyco Healthcare Ltd
Ground Floor, 15B Vestey Drive,
Mount Wellington, Auckland
New Zealand
(t) 0508 489 264

Catheter withdrawn, closing vein

COVIDIEN, COVIDIEN with logo, Covidien logo and positive results for
life are U.S. and/or internationally registered trademarks of Covidien AG.
All other brands are trademarks of a Covidien company.
© 2010 Covidien. Vasc 208-03-10

www.covidien.com
vascular.therapy@covidien.com

Scientific Report ACP 2010
Dr. Peter Paraskevas, FACP

The last time I presented a synopsis on the Australasian College

Prof. Myers later in the day presented his succinct summary of

of Phlebology’s Conference Scientific Program was in 2007.

Ultrasound Guided Sclerotherapy, which he gave recently at the

I can genuinely say that the bar is set higher every year and

Victorian Vein School in Melbourne. He never fails to deliver on

our Conferences never fail to deliver on educational content,

factual content, backed up by thorough referencing of available

controversy, scientific discussion and practical insight into the

studies and always adds a unique style of flair and excitement

ever-evolving field of phlebology. This year was no exception. As

to his topics which keeps the attendees interested through-out.

most of you already know, the ACP Conference was held at the

I personally look forward to seeing Prof. Myers at many more

Langham Hotel in Auckland New Zealand and saw the induction

of our conferences and vein schools and encourage everybody to

of the New Zealand Faculty of the Australasian College of

attend his lectures.

Phlebology. The Basic and Advanced Training Programs were
again held on the Saturday and Sunday for practitioners who
wished to further their skills and knowledge in the field of
phlebology. Despite the programs being designed and aimed at
Basic and Advanced Trainees, there was a strong contingent of
Fellows and world renowned international phlebologists present
during the 2 day course; another sign of the extremely appealing
educational program put together by the organisers. The scientific
meeting followed the training program and was both exciting and
informative. An amazing line up of both local and international
high profile speakers attended to lend their expertise and knowledge
across a wide array of topics important to the modern phlebologist.
After a welcome introduction by our College President Dr. Kurosh
Parsi, the Scientific Program kicked off with the Endovenous
Symposium. This was appropriately chaired by our Chancellor,
Prof. Ken Myers, who has played a major role in the introduction
of EVLA in Australia over the last 10 years. Having started with
the 810nm Laser in the late 90’s and moving to the 1500nm laser of
recent, Prof. Myers asked the question: Does Wavelength matter?
Animal and clinical histological studies appear to show more even
vein destruction and lower frequency of vein perforation with
longer wavelengths, but both Prof. Myers and most phlebologists
would agree that there is a need for further clinical studies with
long-term survival analysis to determine the best protocol for
each wavelength and a comparison of long term outcome. Dr.
Marc Vuylsteke presented his results of a comparative trial of the
1500nm and 980nm lasers. He observed less penetrating ulceration
and more circumferential damage with the higher wavelength laser
machine, something doctors have anecdotally observed over the
last few years, since the introduction of the higher wavelengths.
Although the wavelength debate will continue, most of the
speakers during the EVLA symposium agreed that EVLA was an
effective alternative to surgical stripping and can be backed up with
adjunctive phlebectomy or Ultrasound Guided Foam Sclerotherapy
(UGFS), along with careful follow-up. Some doctors, including
Attilio Cavezzi prefer the combination of Phlebectomy and

UGFS has been well established in most practices since Dr. Tessari
introduced foaming in 1999. Prof. Imre Bihari introduced another
dimension to sclerotherapy known as “Froth Treatment”. By
tapping the syringe containing liquid and air, some foam develops
on the surface of the sclerosin agent, and he believes that this may
increase the effectiveness of the medicine. It will be interesting to
see how Froth Treatment evolves in coming months to years.
Tuesday’s Scientific program started off with a topic very close
to the traditional phlebologist’s heart – treatment of persistent
telangiectasias. A panel discussion ensued and involved many of
our international guest speakers including Prof. P. Coleridge Smith,
Prof. Bihari, Dr. JJ Guex, Dr. Schadeck and our local experts in
the area including Dr. Thibault and Dr. Jenkins. Most agreed on
a conservative approach, treating varicose veins, before reticular
veins and before telangiectasias. Although treatment of isolated
telangiectasias can be frustrating, adhering to a consistent protocol
will prevent a lot of the complications seen in inexperienced
hands.

All agreed that post surgical recurrence leading to

telangiectasia was best managed with careful ultrasound and
treatment of underlying sources of reflux prior to the telangiectasia.
The afternoon session on Venous Diseases was amazing.
Dr. Thibault presented the hypothesis first put forth by Prof. Paolo
Zamboni, that multiple sclerosis is related to chronic cerebral
venous insufficiency (CCSVI). This presentation added a whole
new dimension to Advanced Phlebology and was received with
great interest.
American College of Phlebology President Nick Morrison,
presented his data from his recent trip to Ecuador. He discussed
the relationship between GSV diameter and reflux and GSV
diameter and pregnancy. His results were quite interesting. Prof.
Van Rij once again delivered a very elegant presentation but this
time on Venous Perforators in normal lower limbs and Ultrasound
Characterisation and Comparison with Resin Caste Anatomy. This
was followed by a study on Venous Incompetence in Children by
Michel Schadeck. This stirred some debate in the room, particularly

trans-catheter foam sclerotherapy, rather than laser, of the saphenous

regarding treatment indications and modalities in these children.

veins. His prospective clinical series supports this combination

.

as a cheap, effective and safe alternative the EVLA/UGFS or
EVLA/Phlebectomy combination.
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Dr. Parsi’s phenomenal contribution to Phlebology both in

Another hot topic for discussion was

Australia and abroad must be mentioned here. His series of

the effect of sclerosants on the Central

studies looking at Detergent Sclerosants and their effects on the

Nervous System, such as migraine,

Fibrinolytic System, Platelets and overall thrombotic activity,

visual aura and stroke. Nick Morrison

were presented in the Great Room. His studies have shown that

presented

Detergent sclerosants in higher concentrations prolong clotting

on the topic, which examined the

times and have anticoagulant properties. They not only cause

possible effects of leg manoeuvres

endothelial cell lysis but also destroy erythrocytes, white blood cells

and/or limitations on injectate volume on

and platelets. In lower concentrations however, he has observed

the incidence of CNS effects. The possible advantages of using a

that these sclerosants have an overall prothrombotic effect and can

CO2/O2: sclerosant mixture rather than an air: sclerosant mixture,

lead to Platelet Activation with release of PDMP (Platelet derived

were also discussed amongst the delegates. This will also be

microparticles) and PAI-1. I wait in anticipation to see what Dr.

another topic of discussion at future meetings and conferences.

Parsi has in store for us in the coming 12 months leading up to the
next conference. Another controversy in phlebology was presented
on Wednesday; Segmental Venous Incompetence and whether
preserving the GSV was an option in the treatment of Chronic Venous
Disease. There was much debate during this session. It is now known
that some surgeons have adopted the CHIVA method for treating vein
disease. Others would argue that treatment of the GSV is
imperative once it is dilated and incompetent. Most agreed that
conservative treatment of vein disease, with preservation of the
saphenous trunks may be the preferred option in patients with
peripheral arterial disease, particularly with lower CEAP scores.
Once again, there was no clear cut answer to the presented question
and using a common sense approach geared to each individual
case would be the most appropriate course of action.
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an

informative

lecture

The final day of the conference involved Diagnostic Imaging
Sonography Workshops. These were once again run by our very
experienced vascular sonographers and headed by Ms Annie
Morgan. We cannot understate the importance of ultrasound
as it pertains to clinical phlebology. I always look forward to
learning something new during these sessions and this year was
no exception. By the end of the 6 day marathon, all delegates
were happy to call an end to what was a most enjoyable and
educational meeting. I was personally quite excited to receive the
news that the 14th Annual Scientific Meeting and Workshops of
the Australasian College of Phlebology will be held in Melbourne;
and on that note, I look forward to seeing everybody in 2011.
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Dr. Attilio Cavezzi

Dr. Jean Jerome Guex

Promotion of Phlebology on an International Level

Promotion of Phlebology on an International Level

Born on 7th May 1961 in S. Benedetto
del Tronto, graduated in Medicine
at Bologna University in 1988,

Jean Jerome Guex, MD, FACPh is
co-author of the definitive book
on sclerotherapy, Treatment of

specialised in Vascular Surgery

Varicose

in 1993 at Modena University.

Leg Veins, 4th Edition. He is

Author

Past

of

concerning
published

several

publications

vascular
in

different

diseases
Italian

and international magazines and journals.

and

President

Francaise

de

Telangiectatic
of

la

Societe

Phlebologie

and

Treasurer of the Union Internationale
de Phlebologie.

Co-author (with S. Michelini) of the book “Il Flebolinfedema: dalla

He is a Member of the American Venous Forum and is a Fellow

diagnosi alla terapia”, Auxilia Ed., 1997 Bologna (actually at the 3rd

and Honorary Member of the American College of Phlebology.

edition) and of the relative English version “Phlebolymphoedema:

Emeritus Fellow of the Australasian College of Phlebology

from diagnosis to therapy” P.R.Communications Ed., Bologna

and Member of the Board of Directors of the American College

1998. Co-author of the book “Foam Sclerotherapy: state of the art”,

of Phlebology

Ed. Phlebologique Francaises, 2001. Co-author (together with Prof.
H. Partsch) of the cd rom “Living veins and Lymphatics”, released
by Viavital Verlag in 2003. Co-author of the book “Praktische
Sklerotherapie” Ed. K.Hubner, Viavital Verlag Ed., 2005-2007.
Director of the Post-Graduate School of Angiology and Phlebology
and of the Course of manual lymphatic drainage and integrated
therapy of lymphoedema in CPMA of VALET, Bologna.
Member of a few Italian and international scientific societies such
as: European Society of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery, Italian
Society of Angiology and Vascular Pathology, Italian College of
Phlebology, Italian Society of Lymphangiology, International
Society of Lymphology, European Group of Lymphology,

Dr. Nick Morrison
Humanitarian Leadership in Phlebology
Emeritus Fellow
Dr. Morrison received a Jesuit education
in secondary school, university and
medical

school.

After

serving

a general surgery residency at
Maricopa

County

Hospital,

he

practiced general surgery in the
Valley for 22 years. In 1996, he
established Morrison Vein Institute

American College of Phlebology, French and Polish (honorary

with his wife, Terri.

member) Society of Phlebology, German Society of Phlebology

Dr. Morrison volunteers annually on a medical trip to South

(Corresponding member), Australasian College of Phlebology
(honorary member), Lymphoedema Association of Australia,
British Lymphology Society. Member of the executive committee
of the European Venous Forum.
Member of Italian Flebo Club (past secretary in 1999). Member
of the Editorial Committee of a few Italian magazines related to
vascular diseases, such as “Acta Phlebologica”. Reviewer for
the “European Journal of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery”,
“Phlebology”. Winner for two years, together with A.Frullini,

America with Amigos de Salud, Inc., to deliver free care to indigent
patients. He also partners in the Morrison Training Institute for
physicians, nurses and ultrasound technologists from across the
United States with his wife, Terri, Dr. Rogers, Dr. McEown and
Compudiagnostics. Dr. Morrison is a fellow with the American
College of Surgeons and American College of Phlebology and
President-elect of ACP. He has authored chapters in phlebology
texts, and has had articles published in phlebology journals, and
lectures nationally and internationally.

of the platinum award (2000) and the Bronze award (2001) of
the American College of Phlebology. Webmaster of the website
“phlebolymphology platform” (www.cavezzi.it), one of the
most referenced website worldwide in phlebology-lymphology.
Past Professor in Milan, Ferrara and Firenze University for
Lymphology and Phlebology post- graduation masters.
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Dr. Michel Schadeck

Professor Imre Bihari

Pioneering Innovations in Phlebology

Emeritus Fellow

Dr. Michel Schadeck was born on 25
February 1946 in à La Flèche, France.

Imre Bihari studied at the Medical
Faculty of Semmelweis University

He graduated from the University de

in Budapest. He spent 29 years

Dijon (Burgundy) and worked as a

working for the National Medical

general physician in Burgundy until

Center, Medical University, and

September 1978. He has practiced

became

as a phlebologist since 1978 and
specialised in Angiology (Vascular

University

Associate

Professor, Department of Cardiac
and Vascular Surgery.

Medicine) in 1982.
Dr. Schadeck served as the President of the French Society
of Phlebology (2005-2008) and has been a member of many
phlebology societies including Canadian Society of Phlebology
(Honorary member), American College of Phlebology (Honorary
Member), Deutsche Gesellschaft für Phlebologie (Membre
correspondant étranger), Societad de lymphologia y de phleboogia
de Argentina (Honorary Member), Australasian College of
phlebology (Fellow Emeritus), Collège Français de Pathologie
Vasculaire

(Member),

la

Société

Française

d’Angiologie

(Member). He was the co-founder of the European School of
Phlebology (1989) and a founding member of the European
Venous Forum (1999).
Dr. Schadeck has served as an expert at a number of consensus
conferences including Sclerotherapy (Padova 1994), Recurrences

2010 Awards
Professor JJ Guex
Promotion of Phlebology on an International Level
Professor Michel Schadeck
Pioneering Innovations in Phlebology
Dr Attilio Cavezzi
Promotion of Phlebology on an International Level
Dr Nick Morrison
Humanitarian Leadership in Phlebology

after Surgery (REVAS - Paris 1999), Compression Therapy (Paris
2001) and Foam Sclerotherapy (Tegernsee 2002 - 2005). He has
more than 45 scientific papers in French, English and German in
the fields of sclerotherapy, ultrasound guided sclerotherapy,
superficial venous investigations, varicose disease and treatment
in childhood, mercury bath-pressotherapy and lymphology and
epidemiology. He has been an author of two books: La maladie
veineuse superficielle (in French) (Co-author with F. Vin - Paris,
Masson; 1990) and Duplex & Phlebology (in English) (Napoli,
Gnocchi; 1994).

From Right to Left: Dr Michel Schadeck(FRA), Dr Kurosh Parsi, Dr Attilio Cavezzi (ITA), Dr George Somjen, Prof Ken Myer, Prof JJ Guex (FRA), Dr Ted King (USA)
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2010 Conferring Ceremony
Fellowship Recipients
Emeritus Fellows

Dr Nick Morrison
Vascular Surgeon
USA

Prof. Imre Bihari
Vascular Surgeon
Hungary

Honorary Fellows

Prof. Chris Ward
Haematologist
NSW

Prof. Alison Street
Haematologist
VIC

Fellows

Prof. Ross Baker
Haematologist
WA
Dr Sivanthan (Stan) Govender
Vascular Surgeon
NZ

Dr Wisoot Wongklahan
Vascular Surgeon
Thailand

Dr Laurencia Villalba
Vascular Surgeon
NSW

Dr Sanjay Nadkarni
Interventional Radiologist
WA

Dr Chad Tse
Vascular Surgeon
Hong Kong

Affiliate Fellows

Prof. Neil Piller
Lymphologist
SA

Dr Charles Peter Freeman
Emergency Physician
NZ

Fellow Graduand

Dr Peter Paraskevas
VIC
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2010 Conferring Ceremony
Sclerotherapy
President’s Medal

2008
Dr Chris Lekich
QLD

2009
Dr. Martine Apikian
VIC

Sclerotherapy
Certification
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2008
Dr Chris Lekich
QLD

2008
Dr Lisa Marks
SA

2009
Dr Sam Dunn
NZ

2009
Dr Martine Apikian
VIC

2009
Dr Jill Gibson
NZ

Once a
member
always
a member
To update your
membership details go to
www.coop-bookshop.com.au
and take advantage of your
membership benefits.
Corporate accounts available.

University Co-operative Bookshop Ltd

CLASSIFIEDS
To place an advertisement in Classifieds, please email Zivka at acp@phlebology.com.au
Terason UlTrasoUnd 10 - 2084 (2004 model)
Good working order. 4C2 Smart Probe (deep) + 10L5 Smart Probe (superficial) - with mobile stand. $8800 inc GsT.
dr. Paul Thibault

email vein1@hunterlink.net.au

laser saFeTY oFFICer (lso) CerTIFICaTe CoUrse

Ph 02 4961 0688

FrIdaY 24 JUlY 2010

The course will cover areas such as; operational characteristics of lasers, laser hazards; and principles and procedures for safe laser use in
accordance with requirements of ASNZS4173:2004.
date/Time:

Friday, 24 July 2010

8.30am to 4.30pm

Cost:

$550.00 incl GST (Cost includes course materials, morning/afternoon tea and lunch)

Workshop Conductor:

Professor Lee Collins AM MSc MARPS FACPSEM

location:

Vibe Hotel, Rushcutter’s Bay, 100 Bayswater Road Bayswater NSW 2011

To secure your position in the workshop please contact the College immediately on +612 9386 1811 or email acp@phlebology.com.au

aCP edUCaTIon oFFICer
This position would suit a professional with experience in the education sector preferably with e-learning experience to maintain and further
develop our comprehensive training program. To succeed in the role you will need to be accurate, with a strong customer service focus, mature
outlook and exceptional administration skills. Previous experience in a similar role will be an advantage.
The ideal candidate will require: Education experience, Proficiency in MS Office applications, Excellent verbal, written and communication skills,
Flexibility with hours and E-learning experience is preferable but not essential.
To apply for this position please forward your CV and a short cover letter addressed to the College Administrator or email acp@phlebology.com.au

Varisan
Therafirm
Graduated
Compression
Hosiery
Available from
Medical Stockings Pty Ltd
(02) 8401 9773 or
contact Bob Chaffe
direct on 0418 239 551
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ELVeS® RADIAL – The all-round solution
with a built-in safety concept
The new ELVeS® RADIAL Fiber will change the future of endovenous
laser treatment radially. In combination with the ELVeS® PainLess Laser
System, this unique fiber system changes vein treatment technology.
The patented ELVeS® RADIAL Fiber is the first radial emitting laser fiber
worldwide used for endovenous laser treatments of the Greater Saphenous
Vein / Smaller Saphenous Vein in Patients with Superficial Vein Reflux.

Key benefits of ELVeS® RADIAL
• The ELVeS® RADIAL Fiber applies energy faster and more accurately than any other fiber
available in the endovenous market.
• The radial (360°) energy emission ensures homogenous photothermal destruction of the
vein wall, allowing safe closure of the vein.
• The efficient radiation concept of ELVeS® RADIAL makes optimal use of the laser energy
applied.
• By avoiding perforation of the vein wall and associated thermal irritation of the surrounding
tissue, intra and post-operative pain is minimized, as are echymosis and other side-effects.
• A micropuncture kit is used to insert the ELVeS® RADIAL Fiber directly into the vein in a fast
and safe one step procedure. Optimal monitoring of the fiber tip is possible thanks to its
excellent ultrasound visibility.
With this new technology, extra-long catheters and guide wires are a thing of the past.
• The Procedure can be performed with less tumescence providing substantial time savings.

Technical Specifications:

Details of Kit:

Radial light emission

Use in combination with a
1470nm ELVeS® PainLess Laser (Ceralas E)

2.5 m fiber length

6 French sheath / dilator 11/23 cm length

Diameter of the ELVeS® RADIAL Fiber:
1.3mm +/- 0.05mm

0,035“ x 45 cm guide wire

Diameter of the ELVeS® RADIAL Fiber tip:
1.85mm +/- 0.05mm

19G x 7cm access needle
Art. Nr. 501 100 110 ELVeS® RADIAL-Kit

For more information or a demonstration please contact:
Regional Health Care Group

www.RHCG.com.au

Australia
Amanda Punch
+61 417 762 210
AmandaP@regionalhealth.com.au

New Zealand
Alisa Grey
+64 21 702 452
AlisaG@regionalhealth.com.au
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Regional Health Care Group
3-11 Primrose Avenue, ROSEBERY, NSW 2081 Australia
Tel: +61 2 8344 1300 • Fax: + 61 2 9697 0933
Email: rhc@regionalhealth.com.au • Website: www.RHCG.com.au

2010 Conferring Ceremony
Ken Myers Oration
Our first oration was presented by the charismatic Dr. Louis
Grondin at our Inauguration Ceremony in 2007 and in 2008 at
Customs House in Brisbane the second oration was presented by Sir
Llewellyn Edwards. Our college was particularly thrilled when Prof
Earl Owen accepted our invitation to present the third Ken Myers
oration at the 2010 Inauguration Ceremony at Auckland Town Hall,
New Zealand.
There’s no gain remembering way back then when varicose
veins were ripped out...’Did yah Ken?’. Chief Vascular Surgeon
Kenneth Myers deserves these ovations so I’m honoured to be
here tonight to extoll his innovations. As vascular surgery now
has phlebology well up there, and running because of Ken’s
work,enthusiasm,wisdom, and of course his cunning...It was Albert
Einstein, very wise , who one time must have said from the moment
that you get up to the time you spend in bed, try to see things as they
are, improve them with innervation...The human difference from
other primates is, we use imagination! Now it’s easy to see this from
the medical point of view, you needn’t be hippocrates, the imagination’s
in you! Take Dr. Jenner, sussed out cowpox, which fixed smallpox
too! Then old Dr. Laennec, tired of his ear on female breast invented
the stethoscope to understand her heart, and yes, her chest. By 1854
John Snow proved cholera a waterbourne disease and in 1855 John
Warren invented anaesthesia, that’s ether if you squeeze! Then came Dr.
Semmelweiss, his place in history really earned saying “Please wash
your hands” yet in 2010...have we yet learned? Gynaecologists that
Semmelweiss saw with badly soiled hands in pus from one P.V. to the
next...well, they ignored his demands! His experiments didn’t convince
them, then his professor Kolletschka died! From that pus infecting his cut
finger...well Semmelweiss had tried! But in those old days you couldn’t
teach old dogs to “come” so the other Drs all sectioned him, and he died
in the asylum!!! Our wars are a great way still to teach more men to kill
and a by product is teaching surgeons, how to patch up the ill. The first
surgeon to get the nobel prize was Alexus Carrel. He anastomosed arteries
together, but they didn’t treat him too well. His jealous colleagues banned
him from all jobs in his native France so he had to go to America for his
surgery to have a chance.Then there’s the saga of a West Australian who
treated gastric ulcer as an infection. This conclusion he came to after
years of detailed detection. We learned in medical school for stomach
cancer surgeons cut out all that grief and this Australian treating ulcers
with antibiotics was just scorned with disbelief and so antibiotics cured
ulcers, and he then endured years of rejection. But ten years later the
nobel prize for medicine was in his collection! In 1970 a two year old
had his index finger completely amputated his parents bought it in a
plastic bag, they were somewhat agitated. The little girl next door had
cut it off with her little axe. So we went ahead and put it on
microsurgically, having researched the facts. We carefully micropioneered
the tiny joins, now freed of its bag of ice as I had been experimenting
tiny surgery, doing kidney transplantations in mice. It took eight hours
replanting the finger, and of course this first one worked. But the powers
that be were quite furious, they found out and were thoroughly irked!
I was summoned to a hospital board meeting mid morning the very
next day and fired from the university and hospital in disgrace...
“Stay on? No way!”. “We can’t have ‘troublemakers’ here who do new
operations without permission especially if it can’t work , it’s impossible!
And that’s our decision!”

But that was the best thing that could
ever have happened to me...I went
across town and was instantly employed
by New South Wales University and of
course Jason’s finger stayed on, and very
normally worked and grew.And since then
our group has replanted fingers and hands, and hand
and face transplants too! I am far from being the naughty boy who
did replants without permission because it worked with microsurgery...
technology caught up with ambition. Colleagues said at the time that
transplanting a hand was a wasteful thing to do, but it worked and so two
years later we transplanted for one man...or two! They work even better,
we’ve done four more, and all is going well in France as is the first face
transplanted lady there, who was willing to take the chance. Now I know
Ken’s surgeons here are doing fine surgery now...no doubt! But I am so
old that in my day I was taught to just rip them all out! In England in the
60’s to every operation list you just had to add...A veins and a hernia to
cope with England’s ten year waiting list lag! What I’m leading up to is
times change, they really do...And if you use your imagination, technology
catches up with you! Put ideas and technology together and you can
even overcome purgatory. What you are doing in your specialty now is
quite a new branch of specialist surgery. But...the future of surgery adds
value to all life. It’s more than saving lives with your forceps and your
knife. We can now replace organs or the parts that you may need with
transplants from dead others, and with stem cells that we breed. Diagnosis
of everything was once quite a medical art now radiologists can show all
of us...Our own beating heart measure valve openings, ventricles, and
damaged constricted tubes, visualise where we should cut...in precise lines
and cubes. They use new equipment...like functional M.R.I.S, pinpointing
working tissues such as brain, and heart and eyes. These show up ever
so clearly in 3D and in colour, from the nerves up to the cords,through
the stem to the medulla. We now get X-Rays, Ultrasounds, scans and all
our tests in a C.D. to show to the patient personally on the screen at its
best. So now that they are diagnosing, that leaves us to do the far more
complex procedures, needing more surgeons too! Our patients sit at home
and they watch their new TV, “Medical Miracles” on every channel are just
what they will see. Their demands are now loud, and they’re sometimes
quite persuasive so they ask for all their surgery to be...non invasive! “I
am sure you can do it right here, with a scope”, “I don’t want the hospital,
I don’t think I’d cope”, “I want you to do my total pancreas-cranio-ectomy
in your rooms, under local, and don’t you dare hurt me!”, “I have a close
relative who’s a good lawyer too”, “And if it isn’t all right, then my dear
doctor,.. I’ll sue!” she wouldn’t show doctor or even her boyfriend her
knee. She was so vain...her big veins, well, she wouldn’t let him see! After
just one night in bed with her, he just jumped up and fled, stopped the affair,
but don’t despair, her phlebologist earned quite a fee! What I am leading
up to is...times change, they really do! And if you use your imagination,
technology will catch up with you. Put ideas and technology together
and you’ll even overcome purgatory. What you try in your specialty now
becomes a new great branch of surgery. This little oration is a tribute to
your president...Ken Myers, you are all like him, brave pioneers, and quite
the best of triers!
Cheers and best wishes to you all...
Prof Earl Owen AO
Microsurgeon
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Australasian College of Phlebology
Award Recipients
2007 Award Recipients

GOLD MEDAL
Dr. Paul K. Thibault (NSW)

Australasian College of Phlebology’s Gold Medal for Outstanding Contributions to
Australasian Phlebology

AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE
Prof. J. Lourens Bester (NSW)

Award of Excellence in Interventional Radiology (Phlebology)

Dr. William A. Campbell Snr (QLD)

Award of Excellence in Clinical Practice of Vascular Surgery (Phlebology)

Prof. John P. Fletcher (NSW)

Award of Excellence in Public Education and Research in Venous Thromboembolism

Dr. David E. Jenkins (NSW)

Award of Excellence for Clinical Practice of Phlebology

Dr. Rodney J. Lane (NSW)

Award of Excellence in Industrial Design and Engineering in Phlebology

Prof. Reginald S.A. Lord (NSW)

Award of Excellence in Public Education and Research in Venous Thromboembolism

Dr. G. Mark Malouf (NSW)

Award of Excellence for the Promotion of Australasian Phlebology on an International Level

Dr. Michael A. McGrath (NSW)

Award of Excellence in Clinical Practice of Vascular Medicine (Phlebology)

Dr. Gabrielle McMullin (NSW)

Award of Excellence in Public Education and Research in Management of Leg Ulcers
Award of Excellence for Postgraduate Teaching of Phlebology

Prof. Kenneth A. Myers (VIC)

Award of Excellence in Clinical Research in Phlebology
Award of Excellence in Public Education and Research in Vascular Ultrasound

Prof. Graeme D. Richardson (NSW)
Prof. Andre M. van Rij (NZ)

Award of Excellence for Undergraduate Teaching of Phlebology
Award of Excellence in Public Education and Research in Vascular Ultrasound
Award of Excellence in Basic Science Research in Phlebology

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Dr. Peter Conrad (NSW)
Dr. John E. Frawley (NSW)

Life Time Achievement Award for the Promotion of Phlebology in Australasia
Lifetime Achievement Award for Introduction and Post-graduate Teaching of Vascular
Ultrasound in Australasia

2008 Award Recipients
Prof. Eberhard Rabe (GER)

Award of Excellence in Promotion of Phlebology on an International Level

Prof. Philip Coleridge Smith (UK)

Award of Excellence in Promotion of Research and Scientific Standards in Phlebology

Prof. B B Lee (USA)

Award of Excellence in Clinical Research and Post-graduate Teaching of Vascular
Anomalies and Lymphology

2010 Award Recipients
Dr. Attilio Cavezzi (ITA)

Award of Excellence in Promotion of Phlebology on an International Level

Prof. Jean Jerome Guex (FRA)

Award of Excellence in Promotion of Phlebology on an International Level

Dr. Nick Morrison (USA)

Award of Excellence in Humanitarian Leadership in Phlebology

Dr. Michel Schadeck (FRA)

Award of Excellence in Pioneering Innovations in Phlebology
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ACP 2010 Conference Reflections
Dr. Peter Paraskevas, FACP
Advanced Registrar, Gold Coast, Queensland

The line up of international speakers resembled a United Nations
forum. Great names that grace Phlebology textbooks and journals
both local and abroad shared knowledge during scientific sessions
then great conversation, meals and wine socially. I was impressed
how friendly these giants in Phlebology were and willing to share
practical tips and talk openly about practice pitfalls. I felt a strong
sense of community in the Phlebology ranks and this was reflected
by delegates local and abroad that I spoke to. The meeting was
packed with practical topics fit for trainee right through to the
mature (sorry “experienced”) Phlebologist. As always the topics
were spiced with a bit of controversy. It was a buzz to get involved
in a speaking capacity although I trembled in my boots when Dr.
Nick Morrison queued up for the microphone after I spoke on his
pet topic Microfoam Bubbles he was a perfect gentleman and let me
off lightly. As an advanced trainee of Dr. Kurosh Parsi I observed
him and his staff work tirelessly in the lead up to the conference to
make everything come together perfectly. With the assistance of the
organising committee and Leon from Conference Matters it certainly
did. The basic and advanced trainee sessions, practical workshops,
scientific meetings and social meetings all ran like clockwork. As for
the venue and the catering, it was impeccable. I know for a fact that
Dr. Parsi and Dr. Loizou made three trips together to New Zealand to
check out the Langham Hotel facilities and the wonderful Auckland
Town Hall ensuring nothing was left to chance.

Ph: +64 9 259 4062 www.nzms.co.nz

You wouldn’t expect anything less from this
organising committee. It is possible as a delegate to
take for granted the amount of work involved to put on a world class
medical conference. I was most impressed as were all that I spoke to.
It was particularly special for me to be awarded my Basic
Sclerotherapy Certificate in the grand Auckland Town Hall. The
experience was heightened with my very good friend and mentor
Professor Earl Owen delivering the very clever and entertaining
poem for the Professor Ken Myers Oration (included in this issue of
Veinews). Many of you won’t know that Professor Owen travelled
from Sydney to deliver the oration despite a medical procedure
four days earlier and against medical advice not to travel (the
average patient is challenging when it comes to medical advice,
you wouldn’t expect compliance from a world famous Professor
of Microsurgery). Further the poem was written the day before as
his original presentation of pioneering microsurgery (the usual pics
of dismembered human beings amazingly put back together again)
was considered by him as non-appetising when he realised he was
on before dinner.
There was greatness all around and on every level and it was great to
be a part of the 2010 ACP Conference. Many thanks to the organising
committee and I am looking forward to Melbourne 2011.

Ph: +61 2 9882 3666 www.amsl.com.au
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2010 Conferring Ceremony
Unveiling of Portrait

Dr. Paul Thibault
Founder
Sclerotherapy Society
of Australia

Historically the medical fraternity is steeped in a long tradition of

Myers.It was fitting that the leaders of French Phlebology Dr.

acknowledging those individuals who have spent countless hours

Michel Schadek and Dr. JJ Guex unveiled the portrait. The portrait

dedicating themselves to the advancement of knowledge and

artist is Daryl Carnahan who apart from being very knowledgeable

academic excellence.

on just about any artistic topic and also possessing great skill, is

Our College Board holds the view that we should uphold this
tradition and as such in 2008 we unveiled a portrait of our
Chancellor Prof. Ken Myers to honor his contributions to

also a close friend of mine, which is why I was able to secure his
services. I spent quite some time watching him paint this portrait
during which I asked him questions and jotted down his comments.

phlebology but more so to acknowledge the strong direction and

Below are comments he made regarding the painting of this

invaluable support he has given the College. In keeping with this

particular portrait.

tradition and setting out to establish a recorded history for our
College we unveiled another portrait at the conferring ceremony
at the Auckland Town Hall on 8th February. The portrait is of
Dr. Paul Thibault, our first president.

“Painting a portrait can be a daunting task and obviously securing
a likeness is important. However a pleasing representation is not
quite enough! It has something to do with a nuance of character,
to alight on one’s aspect is sometimes enough, to catch something

Dr. Thibault was instrumental in the formation of the Sclerotherapy

even the sitter may not know of; a characteristic an expression, all

Society of Australasia that later become the Australasian College of

should be evoked with a sensitivity to form, color and space.

Phlebology. Paul mentored us and bestowed upon us a tremendous
sense of direction that has significantly influenced the path this
college has taken. In addition, his timely research directly led to
the accelerated advancement of sclerotherapy treatment protocols
both in Australia and internationally. Dr. Thibault also introduced
Ultrasound Guided Sclerotherapy to Australia and this technique
has changed the scope of the treatment of venous disease.
His portrait not only is a tribute and acknowledgement to Paul but
also symbolic of something that will forever provide a watchful
eye over our College. Some may notice that in the portrait Paul is
wearing a suit and not the academic dress. History has it that whilst
Paul was president there was no academic dress. The academic
dress was not designed till 2007 for the inauguration ceremony at
the Great Hall Sydney University. This was much to the relief of
the artist who labored over the folds in the gown worn by Prof.
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In Paul’s portrait I decided to reduce any reds and concentrate on
a softer palette such as champagnes, charcoal, pale blue and the
ubiquitous yellow of the college tie. Using such a palette usually
means there is such strength of character that needs toning down
rather than highlighting it even further. I hope that in itself says
something about the subject.
I also feel I needed to give the portrait some space, a kind of
environment not too defined, an undetermined freedom, a place
where the portrait could transcend the mosaic and give off a deeper
erudition and thoughtfulness; a long fuse, so to speak and to end up
as an asymmetrical harmony. To do this I decided to center Paul’s
face and de-emphasize the rest.
Those are my intentions anyway and whether I’ve done that or not,
it’s not for me to be the judge”. Daryl Carnahan
Dr. Louis Loizou, FACP
Honorary Secretary
Australasian College of Phlebology

Multiple Sclerosis and Chronic
Cerebrospinal Venous Insufficiency Update
Dr. Paul Thibault, FACP

The hypothesis that multiple sclerosis (MS) is related to chronic

He has now coined the phrase, chronic cerebrospinal venous

cerebral venous insufficiency has been revisited by a vascular

insufficiency (CCSVI) to describe the pathophysiologic state

surgeon, Professor Paolo Zamboni, University of Ferrara, Italy.

where blood from the brain and spine is impeded by stenoses in

The currently accepted neurological theory as to the causation

the veins that drain the spine and brain. Blood refluxes back into

of multiple sclerosis is that it is a disorder of the body’s

the brain and spine to cause oedema and leakage of red blood cells

immunological system. Due to some unknown cause, components

and fluids into the cerebral and spinal tissue. The resultant slowed

of the immune system attack the myelin sheaths which surround

perfusion causes hypoxia in the brain. Plasma and iron from blood

the nerve fibres. This produces demyelination and impairs axonal

deposited in the brain tissue also has damaging effects brought

conduction of nerve impulses. A rival theory, however, proposes that

about by the immune reaction to a break in the blood-brain barrier.

MS results from dysfunction of the venous side of the circulation.

This theory is compatible with the results of all of the above

The venous theory is, in fact, the older of the two, having being first

described pathological studies and there is substantial vascular

proposed by the French physician and anatomist Charcot in 1868.

evidence that the theory is valid. So far, every MS patient tested for

Ribbert (1882) suggested that the cause of MS lay in the blocking

CCSVI has it according to Zamboni. More than 600 patients have

of capillaries by minute thrombi. The involvement of venules in

been tested to date. In addition 1700 patients and controls are being

MS, particularly in the form of periphlebitis or inflammatory

tested for it by Jacobs Neurological Institute at SUNY Buffalo. No

infiltration around venules, was recognised by others in subsequent

controls or patients with other neurological diseases tested so far

decades (Williamson 1903; Dawson 1916; Birley and Dudgeon

by Prof. Zamboni have CCSVI.

1921; Symonds 1924; Greenfield and King 1936 and Putnam
1933-1937.) Putnam concluded, after well designed experiments
with dogs that “the similarity between such lesions and many of
those seen in cases of multiple sclerosis in man is so striking that
the conclusion appears almost inevitable that venular obstruction
is the essential immediate antecedent to the formation of typical
sclerotic plaques.”

Zamoni has now published results of the first patients treated by
endovascular balloon dilations and (occasional) stenting of the
venous stenoses and obstructions. Initial results are encouraging,
particularly with obstructions to the azygous vein. In Australia
we have commenced Duplex evaluation of the extracranial and
vertebral veins. All MS patients so far examined have been found
to have abnormalities and are being referred to interventional

During the 1970s and 80s it was shown and confirmed from

radiologists or interested vascular surgeons for venography and

pathology studies that the inflammatory infiltrate around venules

balloon dilatation of stenoses and obstructions if indicated on the

and small veins in the brain of MS patients was a characteristic

venography results. At the time of writing the first endovascular

feature of the acute stage of the disease. Adams reported in 1985

interventions have already taken place in Melbourne and soon will

that “the cerebral venular wall in multiple sclerosis is the site of

follow in Sydney.The College has decided to take a pro-active role

lymphocytic inflammation that may at first, particularly in grossly

in helping patients with CCSVI and is in the process of developing

normal white matter, be confined to the vessel wall alone. As the

a protocol for the management of CCSVI with plans to proceed

inflammatory process proceeds, the cellular infiltrate appears

with a controlled clinical trial. If you feel you would like to be part

to spread to the perivascular space and even into the plaque

of this clinical trial please contact me.

tissue. Vein wall then undergo focal intimal hyperplasia, intimal
organization and collagenous thickening. Such features suggest
a mild expression of subacute or chronic endovenulitis of the
cerebral veins”. Despite this evidence, the neurologists have
continued to push the auto-immune theory, without any good
scientific evidence that such a hypothesis was true. As a result
patients have continued to have the inevitable progressive
decline in their condition. Treatment regimes have primarily
been pharmaceutical, directed at the immune system, with poor
results and many adverse effects. In addition, the neurologists are
actively campaigning against any further investigation into a
venous cause and subsequent appropriate management of MS
patients. Zamboni has now commenced a movement to look at MS
in a new light as a result of new technology in the form of high
quality Duplex ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging.

Colour duplex image of short fusiform stenosis of left internal jugular with
normal flow (red) proximally and reflux (blue) above stenosis
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President’s Report 2009...continued
The 2011 meeting should be another successful event to be

With such an impressive list of speakers, please pencil the dates

held in Melbourne in late March. The invited speakers for this

in your diary.

meeting include:

The EVLA item number saga continues on. This item was finally

•

Dr. Attilio Cavezzi, Phlebologist and Vascular Surgeon, Italy

•

Prof. Dr. Alun Davies, Phlebologist and Vascular Surgeon,
Charing Cross Hospital, London; Editor of Phlebology
(Royal Society of Medicine Press), UK

•

Mr Ian Franklin, Phlebologist and Vascular Surgeon,
Charing Cross Hospital, London, UK

•

Prof. Nicos Labropoulos, Professor of Surgery and Radiology,
Dr. Saskia Middeldorp, Vascular Physician, Leiden University
Medical Centre, the Netherlands

•

Prof.

Hugo

Partsch,

Phlebologist

Prof.

Albert

in writing the Descriptor. We challenged artificial restrictions
imposed on specifics of the veins and have requested amendments
to be made. The process is very slow and senior members of the
College have made multiple trips to Canberra. We have been told
Department, and after that has to go through both Houses to be
approved. In the mean time, our population is denied of the latest
advance in the management of venous disease and we have made
it clear to the Department that we find these bureaucratic delays
totally unacceptable.

and

Dermatologist,

Vienna, Austria
•

further analysis of the costs. The College has been closely involved

the item has to finally reach the office of the Minister, from the

New York, USA
•

approved by MSAC in 2008 but was sent back to MSAC for

The College office has been efficiently run by Zivka Curkoski who
has settled in her role quite nicely. We have created a position for

Adrien

Ramelet,

Phlebologist

and

an education officer who would be looking after the trainees. I am

Dermatologist, Lausanne, Switzerland

thankful to Zivka for all her hard work in 2009.

•

Dr. Lorenzo Tessari, Glauco Bassi Foundation, Trieste, Italy

Warmest Regards,

•

Dr. Paolo Zamboni, Vascular Surgeon, University of

Kurosh Parsi

Ferrara, Italy
With Prof. Zamboni himself attending a hot topic will include MS
and chronic cerebral venous insufficiency.
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President
Australasian College of Phlebology

THE AUSTRALASIAN

COLLEGE OF
PHLEBOLOGY

ACP 2011 Program
Courses

The Australasian College of Phlebology
14th Annual Scientific Meeting and Workshops
29 March – 3 April 2011 • Sofitel Melbourne on Collins • Australia
Dear Colleagues and Friends
On behalf of the Organising Committee it is
my great privilege and pleasure to invite you
to Melbourne, Australia, for the 14th Annual
Scientific Meeting (ASM) of the Australasian
College of Phlebology. We have put together a
stimulating scientific program with high quality
keynote and symposium lectures that will highlight
the latest scientific advances in our field.
International keynote speakers include:
Prof. Alun Davies, Vascular Surgery,
Charing Cross Hospital, London &
Editor of Phlebology (Royal Society of
Medicine Press)
Mr Ian Franklin, Phlebologist and
Vascular Surgeon, Charing Cross
Hospital, London, UK
Dr Attilio Cavezzi, Phlebologist and
Vascular Surgeon, Italy
Prof. Nicos Labropoulos, Professor of
Surgery and Radiology, New York

The three day ASM includes keynote lectures,
original papers, panel discussions and the popular
‘Controversies in Phlebology’ key-pad interactive
debates. As usual, the Program’s emphasis is on
good science and evidence-based medicine.
You may wish to enrol in one of the additional
courses and workshops:
•
•

•
•

As past delegates have come to expect the ASM
will offer a great social program:
•

•

Dr Saskia Middeldorp, Vascular
Physician, Leiden University Medical
Centre, The Netherlands
Prof. Hugo Partsch, Phlebologist and
Dermatologist, Vienna, Austria
Prof. Albert Adrien Ramelet,
Phlebologist and Dermatologist,
Lausanne, Switzerland
Dr Lorenzo Tessari, Glauco Bassi
Foundation, Trieste, Italy
Prof. Paolo Zamboni, Vascular
Surgeon and Phlebologist, University
of Ferrara, Italy

Two day Basic Phlebology Course (pre ASM)
covering all aspects of sclerotherapy
Two day Advanced Phlebology Course (pre
ASM) covering interventional techniques,
coagulation, dermatology and rheology
workshops
One day Diagnostic Imaging Ultrasound
Workshop on Sunday
Special MS and CCSVI Symposium and Debate

•

Cocktail Reception on Tuesday. A chance for
the pre-ASM Course participants to meet
and relax.
Welcome Party at the historic Old Melbourne
Gaol on Wednesday. Step back in time and
walk the road to the gallows in a 19th century
prison which was once home to some of
Australia’s most notorious characters
including Ned Kelly.
Conferring Ceremony and Gala Dinner

Tuesday 29 March
Basic and Advanced Courses
Course Welcome Cocktails
Wednesday 30 March
Basic and Advanced Courses
ASM Welcome Cocktails
(Melbourne Gaol)

ASM
Thursday 31 March
ASM
Friday 1 April
ASM
Conferring Ceremony
and Dinner (Plaza Ballroom,
Regent Theatre)
Saturday 2 April
ASM

Workshops
Sunday 3 April
Diagnostic Imaging Workshops

I look forward to seeing you all in Melbourne,
Australia!
Kurosh Parsi
President,
Australasian College of Phlebology

ASM Secretariat
Conference Design P/L
03 6231 2999
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For further information on program, speakers and registration please visit the ASM webbsite

03 6231 1522

www.cdesign.com.au/phlebology2011

E. info@cdesign.com.au

2010 Conferring Ceremony
and Conference Dinner
Dr. Adrian Lim, FACP, FACD

The conferring ceremony was once again a grand affair. The

There was no shortage of attractive assistants in figure hugging

well-chosen Auckland Town Hall played host to the 2010

LBD (little black dresses) on stage, although it seemed remiss

conferring ceremony and gala dinner. The cocktail hour began in

that their duties did not include escorting award recipients by the

the dressing room, which boasted an in-closet string quartet. How

elbow back to their seats. As they do in the other star-spangled

sublimely indulgent to be dressing to live baroque music but it

‘Academy’ awards ceremony.

did prove tricky handling the champagne flute at the same time. It
is this refined touch that might explain the serenity that replaced
the otherwise frenzied dressing room dramas of previous years.
Right on the minute, the academic-gowned procession made its
way to the Big Hall led by rousing bagpipes.

To the casual observer, all this might smack of grandiose
pomposity - not that there is anything wrong with that on a night
like this. Vanity? Not unless you happen to be Dr. Paul Thibault.
This Phlebology pioneer and visionary will be the last person to
consider himself an oil painting. That all changed when the black

Dr. Louis Loizou, the Honorary Secretary, along with the College

velvet curtain fell away to reveal a pensive Paul Thibault on canvas

President, Dr. Kurosh Parsi, opened proceedings that ran without

to collective gasps! Priceless. Well deserved, Dr. Thibault!

a hitch. The imposing stature of the Chancellor, Professor Ken
Myers certainly provided gravitas to the occasion.

There were luminaries galore that night and all appropriately
honoured. Despite the considerable pageantry, it is vital not to

Congratulations to the medal winners, Part One recipients

overlook the substance that presided

(Sclerotherapy Certificate), and all newly inducted Fellows. This

over the considerable style. The

is a significant professional milestone that ought to be joyfully

collective experience, wisdom,

celebrated. The new Fellows via the examination route should be

hard work and achievement

especially proud of an achievement that requires long hours of

of the honoured delegates

study, work and personal sacrifice in the journey towards

commanded

Fellowship. A journey that is as challenging as it is fulfilling.

respect and humility. At

The College conferring ceremony has become a unique event

ninety

where pageantry, poetry and other surprises come packaged and

it might have been on the

get slowly unwrapped over a ninety-minute period. Again, this

lengthy side especially in the

year there were enough awards to rival the Logies, reflecting the

absence of commercial breaks!

depth of talent across international Phlebology.

Convenors please take note.

the

minutes

utmost
however,

The Academic Procession, Auckland, 2010
(L-R) Centre Stage: Prof. Andre van Rij, Prof. Ken Myers, Prof. Earl Owen, Dr Kurosh Parsi
Front Row: Dr George Somjen, Dr Imre Bihari, Dr Attilio Cavezzi, Prof. Philip Coleridge Smith, Prof. JJ Guex, Prof. Ted King, Dr Nick Morrison, Dr Michel Schadeck, Dr Louis Loizou
Back Row: Dr Ivor Berman, Dr Paul Dinnen, Dr David Jenkins, Dr Paul Thibault, Prof. Masud Behnia, Dr Adrian Lim, Dr Mark Elvy, Dr John Barrett
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The Ken Myers Oration was delivered by Professor Earl

A few delegates showed great restraint by separating themselves
away from the dance floor for the earlier bus at a

Owen, a contemporary of Professor Myers. The

sensible hour. Most however stayed the distance

sprightly microsurgical icon delivered his speech

until the camp closing rendition of “I Will

in poetry, captivating the audience with every

Survive”, before getting on the last bus back

rhyme and phrasing. Professor Earl Owen

to the Langham.

is also a talented stand-up comic as he so
ably demonstrated in the dressing room,

The College is ‘surviving’ nicely. Flourishing

spontaneously, to a select few. But Professor

in fact, and this is reflected by the energy

Owen’s talents do not end there – he has

and enthusiasm amongst delegates. It is

in the past, amongst other achievements,

always a herculean task to successfully

designed auditorium seats for the Sydney

convene a balanced meeting that is educational,

Opera House!

informative and social. The convenors should be
congratulated for yet another outstanding effort!

The ensuing Gala Dinner marked the mid-point of
the conference. Once again the Annual Scientific Meeting
more than delivered on science, teaching, debate and friendship!
A great time was certainly had by all. Phlebologists from
all over the world danced and partied into the late evening.

Gala Dinner, Auckland Town Hall
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2010 Conferring Ceremony
and Conference Dinner
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Medical Equipment Australia Pty Ltd T/as
12/37 Keilor Park Drive, KEILOR PARK VIC 3042
P: 03 9331 6796 F: 03 9331 6178
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MES Patient Assessment Stand

Ideal for performing venous & general assessment

We are happy to supply the Phlebology market
any of the below products at discounted prices
Mention this flyer andTAKE 15% OFF RRP

Designed and Recommended by

Dr Lou Loizou

2

2 piece hi-lo couch
Patient Assessment Stand
Chair/Stool
Class B Autoclaves 8 ltr/ 12ltr/ 17ltr /22ltr
Ultrasonic Cleaners 5ltr / 10 ltr
X -ray viewers (including Slim line)
Stainless Steel Trolleys
Neuromuscular stimulators
Mes conductive gel
Water distiller
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2010 ASM Welcome Cocktails
Yes Minister
Dr. Louis Loizou, FACP

I recall the day when we discovered that Rule 113A was snuck
in through the backdoor. I recall the emails that followed between
the Board members of the college trying to decipher what it
actually meant. There was one member who was not responding
to the PANIC that was being generated at warp speed. Then it
happened. Dr. Paul Dinnen sent his email, which I saw at 1.00am.
I recall getting an SMS from Kurosh at 1.15am. Have you read it?
He said. I could not respond, as I was dehydrated from all the
laughter that my family did not appreciate at that hour.
Paul Dinnen’s email started.
From: Paul Dinnen .Sent: Friday, 5 June 2009 10:00 PM
Dear Kurosh et al,
Often during a particularly busy day we are called on to make
difficult decisions, some potentially life or limb threatening, on
other occasions we have to deliver bad news both to patient and or
their loved ones. The eyes always allow a window into their deeper
emotions, sometimes the pain, sometimes the relief, sometimes the
joy but the eyes have it! Medical practice is not always an enjoyable
occupation. Sometimes fleeting distractions cross the mind and
help us to cope. Sometimes de ja vu, sometimes an old tv program.
Humour is a wonderful way to de-stress, what better than the thought
of making it through the day to arrive home at 9, 10 or 11pm or later,
pour a glass of good red and play an old DVD such as Yes Minister!
But then one can tolerate only so many reruns even of that classic. So
these were my thoughts yesterday when along came “RULE 113A”.
I followed the developing thread with glee, my daily frustrations
evaporated, peels of raucous laughter echoed around the office with
each new revelation as my thoughts drifted...
Warning: The following should be read at something approaching
warp speed to maximise understanding and minimise time
wastage with the interchange geared at the Brian Clark - John Daw
level. Imagine...
Meantime could I invite you all to add to Sir Humphrey and The Rt
Hon James Hackers dialogue so we all don’t go crazy and can at
least still enjoy a laugh.
Best Wishes Paul Dinnen
Unfortunately for me, Kurosh thought “Let’s do a Yes Minister
play about the Rule113A at the welcome cocktail party in NZ. Lou
you could be Humphrey and Paul could be the Minister. It’s done.
I like it”.
Problem One. I cannot remember where I parked my car let alone
remember so much dialogue. So I selfishly went about dissecting
Paul’s monumental script and reduced and modified it so that I had
some chance of remembering it.
Problem Two. Paul Dinnen is in Brisbane and I am in Melbourne.
We never got to rehearse the play before the presentation. Very,
very scary. Having to perform this in front of known colleagues
and overseas guests without a rehearsal put us clearly out of our
comfort zones.
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Minister and Sir Humphrey
Minister dreaming of his important last mission to Egypt

Problem Three. Kurosh thought the script was OK but lacked real
entertainment. I saw the look in his eye and thought what now?
I could not believe what I heard. “I’ve got it,” he said. “Let’s script
in a belly dance and a bollywood dance. Zivka our chief executive
officer is brilliant. She can do it.” I just could not believe what I
was hearing. How can I script in a belly dance and a bollywood
dance into a Yes Minister play? Kurosh would take none of my
protestations. He said it would be fun. That is truth on how I
scripted the dances into the play.
We have on good authority that the sequence of events in Canberra
went something like this.
SH: Good afternoon Minister.
M: Good afternoon Humphrey. What have you got there?
Not more documents for me to read? (Looking bothered)
SH: Yes and no Minister, just some amendments to the Health
Insurance ACT of 1973 actually for you to sign.
M: Amendments. What amendments? Shouldn’t I read it before
I sign it? (Said inquisitively)
SH: It is not necessary to read it Minister. It is a very complicated
matter that after due consideration your department decided to
amend medical Item 35321.
M: Amend a medical item number. Won’t that upset the medical
profession? (Said questioningly)
SH: Upset the medical profession!!! Why Minister, we don’t care if
the medical profession become upset. We certainly do not want
the medical profession to feel how I shall say “comfortable” it
will only encourage them and lead to further expectations that
may set a nasty precedence for the future.
M: I see. A necessary balance of power I presume. Humphrey, this
item mentions “fibroids and varicose veins’. What do fibroids
have to do with varicose veins?
SH: No, no Minister, to understand this you have to read the item as
a whole, as defined in the medical schedule of benefits book. I
remind the Health Minister this is book of small print
encompassing some 820 pages of complicated dialogue, which
we have cleverly legislated that doctors need to know cover
to cover. Of course the Minister has the abbreviated version
for reference.
M: So Humphrey, what is Item 35321 and why is it necessary to
amend it?
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SH: Ah, Minister this is really one of our best efforts! You see in
short it describes and refers to the “cannulation of a vessel to
administer an agent to occlude that vessel”.
M: And there is a problem with that?
SH: Well, Minister incredible as it sounds and to our complete
surprise some doctors actually thought that it meant,
“to cannulate a vessel to administer an agent to occlude
that vessel”.
M: Oh! And it did not mean that?
SH: Of course not Minister. You see it is not what the words say, it
is what they are meant to say, you know what it was intended
to say. Yes that’s it. It is the intent behind the meaning of the
words rather than the words themselves.
SH: Minister, we are not trained doctors so one really
cannot expect us to understand medical
terminology and what it all means only that
we need to look as if we know what it
means. That is why we reduce complex
medical procedures and their
application to simple terms, which we
can then pretend to understand.
However to give us the upper hand we
then restrict and interfere with the
application to confuse the medical
profession so they also cannot understand it.
You see this gives us the advantage and
necessary control in such matters.
M: Humphrey I am confused. What does all this mean?
SH: Well Minister I did suggest that it is a very complicated matter.
To clarify, it is to do with lasering of varicose veins. The wily
practitioners of course don’t actually do that, the laser therapy
is to the saphenous trunks which I have been told in
most situations are not varicose just incompetent.
M: I do understand.
SH: Understand what minister?
M: You said incompetent. I know the meaning of that word.
SH: Yes Minister of course you do. Good for you. You really are
getting the hang if things aren’t you. (Said smugly) Now
where was I? We did not actually know what they were
lasering so we simply decided to ban all varicose vein item
numbers if laser is used on the same occasion. Means more
turmoil for the patients and confusion for the doctors but at least
we did not have to find the right words to say what we meant
to say. So we slipped in Rule 113A.
M: Rule 113A? What is rule 113A? (Looking exasperated)
SH: Thought you would never ask Minister. This is a device that
allows us not to pay for any associated treatment of varicose
veins if a doctor uses laser on the same occasion. Clever idea
really, even allows us to prosecute doctors who attempt to bill
Medicare for such procedures. We managed to slip it by the
back door so most doctors are unaware until after the fact.
Damn clever! Even got it through as minor amendment and
we got the Governor to sign it.
M: The Governor. (Looking impressed) Well she must know what
she is doing she is also a barrister.

SH: No, not necessarily Minister. You see we used a tried and tested
ploy and told her that it needed to be signed to avoid wasting
of public money. Fortunately for us the Governor and the public
don’t know the first thing about wasting of public money, we are
the experts in that regard. Besides as the Governor does not
have any abnormal veins she thought it was good idea and
happily signed it.
M: What difference would it make if she had abnormal veins?
SH: Ah Minister how quickly one forgets. You were present when
this was discussed at the Ministers conference in Mumbai but
the Minister did seem somewhat pre-occupied. Let me remind
the Minister of the salient point. If a politician or senior official
has a medical concern then that area of medicine is provided
favours through parliament. Particularly if it is seen as an area
of urgent need. The Minister surely recalls his own initiative to
fast track impotence medicine into specialty accreditation
in record time. Need I remind the Minister of the
impotence er…importance of that decision?
M: No, no of course not Humphrey (Looking
embarrassed) but are we not obliged as per our
manifesto and pre-election promise to have
available best current practice for the benefit of
the community?
SH: My dear Minister, there seems to be some
confusion here. Election promises. Now really
Minister when do we ever keep an election promise?
The sole purpose of election promises are to get elected. You
politicians make them and then you expect us officials to keep
them. We don’t make them so we never keep them. Election
promises necessarily means change. Change means a lot of
work and effort and cost to fulfill and satisfy the requirements
of that change. Change that will change when the next
Government changes. Change is futile. It serves no purpose. It
never ends. You see minister that is why the social service has
had to develop a particular set of skills of such fine balance to
cope with requirements expected of us. That is lots of activity
on the one hand but no actual achievement on the other. Keeps
everybody happy. As for current best practice. Current practice
does not mean current as in now but refers to current as in
current back when established practice patterns become
stable. As the Minister knows in politics it takes a long time to
do something now, which is also true for current practice figures
that take time to be processed and then assessed. This leads me
to the concept of core current practice and noncore current
practice. This is a very important principle to understand. As
the Minister is aware the majority of medical opinion is
conservative and reluctant to change established practice
patterns. Challenge to conventional thinking always encounters
many obstacles for a variety of reasons that need to be
overcome before the body of opinions change. You see Minister
what we have here is established practice protocols for the
treatment of varicose veins with stripping surgery. A lot of
good science went into that. Kept a lot of good hospitals, doctors
and staff employed for many years. What with lots of post
operative complications and recurrent post surgical veins that
ensured lots of return business for the whole profession that kept
employment up. Then those meddling phlebologists discovered
that one no longer needs to operate on veins to get good results.
In one foul swoop ruined decades of good surgical activity.

SH: This brings me back to concept of core current practice and
noncore current practice. Core current practice reflects what
the majority of the profession is doing now even if it is outdated.
Noncore current practice reflects the growing secondary wave
of upstarts who are up to date and innovative and truly offer
improved treatments but just simply do not offer or reach
anywhere near the same employment potential that can be
generated by failed surgery.

M: Surely the medical profession deserves a better response
than that.

SH: Well not quite but yes and no. It has kept employment up and
parliament busy.

SH: So what you would like us to say is that we will give it our
most serious and earnest consideration and insist on a thorough
and rigorous examination of all the proposals, allied with a
detailed feasibility study and budget analysis, before producing
a consultative document for consideration by all interested
bodies and seeking comments and recommendations to be
included in a brief, for a series of working parties who will
produce individual studies which will provide the background
for a more wide ranging document, considering whether or not
the proposal should be taken forward to the next stage.”

M: Parliament busy! In what way Humphrey?

M: In other words “we will block it?”

SH: My dear Minister. Committees of course. Our representatives
have mouths to feed, families to support, holidays to pay for…
We need to have committees to fill in their time; otherwise they
might just loiter around our offices all day expecting us to
actually do something.

SH: Of course we will block it.

M: What do you mean Humphrey? Expect us to do something. We
create policies and provide administration or both. Don’t we?
(Said questioningly)

M: Humphrey, just give me a straight answer.

M: Sounds like a lot of gobbledygook to me! So let me get this right
core current practice reflects practice from the last millennium?

SH: Yes, yes I do see there is a real dilemma here. Let me try to
clarify for the Minister. Whilst there is government policy to
regard policy as the responsibility of Ministers and
administration the responsibility of officials. The question of
administration of policy can cause confusion between the
policy of administration and the administration of policy
especially when the responsibility of the administration of
policy administration conflicts or overlaps with the responsibility
of the policy of administration of that policy. I am sure the
Minister understands the fine point here as it was discussed in
Morrocco at the Ministers summit meeting; however the
Minister again seemed preoccupied.
M: Yes, yes of course. (Looking confused) Humphrey you tell me
that Rule 113A I have just signed has determined that doctors
should be prosecuted for charging a Medicare item for any vein
treatment performed at the same time as laser treatment. Yet I
recall I approved that laser treatment is appropriate and I
understand that this department is currently collaborating with
the medical profession to provide access to public funding
through Medicare for laser vein treatment. Is that not ambivalent?
SH: Ah Minister, ambivalence is important. Without ambivalence
you could never talk in a circle which is a core requirement
of both our jobs. But it was an oversight and misleadingly gave
the medical profession hope that we actually care. Nasty
business. We should have drafted our usual official reply
following their application for an item number.
M: What official reply?
SH: We reply that the Minister has received the application and
the matter is “under consideration”. Or if we are so inclined we
reply, ‘under active consideration”.
M: What’s the difference?
SH: Well Minister “under consideration” means we have lost the file
and “under active consideration” means we are trying to find it.
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M: Couldn’t we provide a little give and take?
SH: Let me understand Minister. So what you mean is that within the
framework and guidelines available to us that you want us to
adopt a more flexible posture.
SH: Well Minister, if you ask me for a straight answer, then I shall
say that, as far as we can see, looking at it by and large, taking
one thing with another, then in the final analysis it is probably
true to say, that at the end of the day, in general terms, you
would probably find that, not to put too fine a point on it, there
probably wasn’t very much in it one way or the other. (Pause)
As far as one can see. (Pause) Looking at it by and large.
(Pause) At this stage.
M: When will this end? (Looking and sounding exasperated)
SH: As soon as you like Minister. (Looking and sounding smug)
M: But are you sure that I will not look a fool? Do you see it as a
part of your job to help Ministers make fools of themselves?
SH: Well Minister, I never met one that actually needed any help in
this regard.
M: Do you think the senate will accept this new Rule?
SH: Ministerrrr. We never expect the senate to agree with any of our
policies. That is why we never fully explain them. You see if
they don’t know what we are doing, they don’t know what we
are doing wrong.
M: So what now, Humphrey?
SH: Well the PM has insisted we stimulate the economy in this time
of financial crisis that threatens employment. By restricting laser
vein treatments pushes the patients into hospitals and towards
surgery. Think of the employment that will be generated from
treating all those post surgical complications and recurrent veins.
We must strive to keep all employed, forget efficiency and what’s
best for the public sector. So with signing rule 113A you have
increased employment which in turn will please the PM.
M: Yes glad I thought of it. And Humphrey what do you think of
the idea to write to all the doctors and tell them to take advantage
of the 50% Tax rebate if they purchase their lasers before the
end of December?
SH: Yes Minister.
It would be really funny if it were not true.

2010 Conferring Ceremony
A Message from the American
College of Phlebology
Dr. Nick Morrison, MD, FACPh, FACS, FACP
President, American College of Phlebology
Our two ACPs are among the most dynamic phlebology
organizations in the world. I believe we have learned and
benefited from each other over the past few years. For example,
we used the Australasian fellowship handbook to help develop
our own Phlebology Fellowship, as well as the development
of a preceptorship program. Much like the Australasian ACP,
The American ACP has developed advanced courses for
phlebologists in the areas of sclerotherapy, ultrasound, and
venous hemodynamics.

Other programs the American ACP has developed which could be
shared between the two societies are a Phlebologic nursing manual,
a new credential in Phlebologic Ultrasound, a consensus paper
on Foam Sclerotherapy to be presented in November, 2010 at the
annual Congress and subsequently published, a public awareness
campaign to educate the public at large about venous disease; and
recognizing the need for continuity in leadership, a Leadership
Training program has been implemented to assure succession of
younger phlebologists into leadership positions.
I also want to be sure to communicate to you the availability of an
important program available to physicians in training worldwide:
some 40 scholarships are awarded to allow attendance at the
Annual American ACP Congress each year. I feel honored to attend
this year’s Australasian College of Phlebology Annual meeting,
and to bring at the same time the admiration and encouragement
of the American College of Phlebology for your continued great
success and important contributions to the field of Phlebology.
The American College of Phlebology is committed to continued
development of close international relationships and we could not
have a better partner than the Australasian College of Phlebology.
And finally, at our own Annual Congress this past November,
it was the great pleasure and honor to award Honorary
Membership in the American College of Phlebology, in
recognition of his outstanding contributions to the field of

Dr Nick Morrison receiving his Emeritus Fellowship and Award
from Chancellor Myers

Phlebology, to Professor Ken Myers.
Thank you again.

VA R I S A N – T H E R A F I R M
Graduated Compression Hosier y

T H E M E D I C A L S TO C K I N G CO .
Contact Bob Chaffe 0418 239 551 or Head Office (02) 8401 9773
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2010 Conferring Ceremony
Acceptance Speech

Prof. JJ Guex, MD, FACPh, FACP
Treasurer, Union Internationale
de Phlebologie

Chancellor Prof. Myers, Deputy Chancellor Prof. Van Rij, Prof.
Owen, President Parsi, colleagues, distinguished guests. Son and
grandson of phlebologists, core phlebologist myself, I have always
had the feeling that our specialty deserved a better consideration,
and since medical authorities worldwide are most of the time
looking down on us and neglecting chronic venous disorders,
I have always thought that we had a strong need for a permanent
pro-active behavior in favor of Phlebology. Besides my practice
I did my best to promote Phlebology in as many countries as
possible, and I shall do my best to continue with the same goals
and on the same track. We must not kneel and beg, we must
demonstrate our strengths and values, and let’s be certain that the
reward will come. The award I am conferred today demonstrates
that you share my approach, and I would like to express my extreme
gratitude to the Australasian College of Phlebology for the honours
I receive today. The future of Phlebology is only made of what we
will do. I would like today to emphasise the example given by your
two countries in building an academic curriculum of Phlebology
of the highest value. You are far from us, really down and under
the earth, but I would like to let you know how much I enjoy your
company and working with you when the occasion is given.
Thank you.
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College Calendar – Activities 2010
Saturday 30 January 2010
Interviews for Trainee Selection

0900-1200

Saturday 6 – Thursday 11 February 2010
Annual Scientific Meeting

View Program

Monday 8 February 2010
Graduation Ceremony & Dinner

1730-2300

Auckland Town Hall, NZ

Saturday 6 March 2010
NSW Faculty Meeting

1400-1700

Sydney

Saturday 10 April 2010
Board Meeting
AGM

0900-1200
1300-1400

Sydney
Sydney

Saturday 24 April 2010
Ambulatory Phlebectomy Workshop

0830-1700

ESD, Bondi Junction, NSW

Tuesday 8 June 2010
Phlebology Emergency Crisis Management

0900-1700

Simulation Centre, RNSH, NSW

Saturday 12 June 2010
NSW Faculty Meeting

1400-1700

Sydney

Saturday 19 June 2010
Board of Censors Meeting

0900-1200

Sydney

Saturday 17 July 2010
Victorian Faculty Meeting

0900-1200

Melbourne

Saturday 24 July 2010
Laser Safety Officer (LSO) Certificate Course

0830-1630

Vibe Hotel, Rushcutters Bay

Saturday 14 August 2010
QLD Faculty Meeting

TBC

Saturday 11 September 2010
NSW Faculty Meeting

1400-1700

Sydney

Saturday 18 September 2010
Sclerotherapy Workshop

0830-1730

St Vincent’s Hospital, Melbourne

Saturday 2 October 2010
Part I Writen Examinations

0900-1100

Sydney

Saturday 13 November 2010
Part I Clinical Examinations

1400-1800

Sydney

Saturday 20 November 2010
Victorian Faculty Meeting

0900-1200

Melbourne

Saturday 4 December 2010
Interviews for Trainee Selection
Board of Censors Meeting

1300-1500
0900-1130

Sydney
Sydney

Saturday 11 December 2010
Board Meeting
AGM

0900-1300
1300-1330

Sydney
Sydney

ESD
The Langham Hotel, Auckland, NZ

Gold Coast

Board of Training Structure

ATC

STATE LEVEL

Board of Training

NSW

VIC

NZ

SA

QLD

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

DOT

Dr David Jenkins

Dr Louis Loizou

Dr John Barrett

TBA

TBA

TBA

ESD

WSD

EAST

CENTRAL

WEST

REMUERA

WHANGERAI

ADELAIDE

SOT
Dr K Parsi

SOT
Dr D Jenkins

SOT
Dr L Loizou

SOT
Prof K Myers

SOT
Dr G Frydman

SOT
Dr J Barrett

SOT

SOT
Dr A Padbury

Dr P ChapmanSmith

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

Dr P Thibault
Dr M Elvy
Dr J Chirgwin
Dr D Jenkins
Dr A Lim
Dr K Parsi

Dr D Jenkins

Dr G Dhillon
Dr P
Paraskevas

Dr S Roberts

Dr G
Frydman

Dr J Barrett

Dr P
ChapmanSmith

Dr A Padbury
Dr M Berce

ATC = Accredited Training Centre
SOT = Supervisor of Training

CS = Clinical Supervisor
WSD = Western Suburbs Division

DOT = Director of Training

TBA

ESD = Eastern Suburbs Division
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Australasian College of Phlebology
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Prof. Ken Myers
Deputy Chancellor Prof. Andre Van Rij

Executive Board
President
Vice President
Hon. Secretary
Treasurer
Office bearers

Interest Groups

Regional Faculties
Dr Kurosh Parsi
Dr David Jenkins
Dr Louis Loizou
Dr Paul Thibault
Dr Ivor Berman
Prof. Lourens Bester
Dr Jacqui Chirgwin
Dr Paul Dinnen
Dr Stephen Shumack

NSW Faculty Chair
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Committees & Divisions
AMC Accreditation Taskforce
Chair:
Dr Kurosh Parsi
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Dr Stephen Shumack
Dr Adrian Lim
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Chair:
Dr Louis Loizou
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Dr Chris Lekich
Dr Jill Tatham

Board of Censors
Chair:
Member:

Research and Scientific Committee
Chair:
Prof. Ken Myers
Member:
Dr Kurosh Parsi

Conferring Ceremony
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Dr Kurosh Parsi
Dr David Jenkins
Prof. Ken Myers
Dr Paul Thibault
Dr Ivor Berman
Dr Louis Loizou
Dr Kurosh Parsi
Ms Annie Silkman

Continuing Professional Development
Chair:
Dr Mark Elvy
Clinical Trials
Chair:
Member:

Dr Gary Frydman
Dr Ivor Berman
Dr Paul Thibault
Prof. Andre van Rij

Finance and Fundraising
Chair:
Dr Louis Loizou
Member:
Dr Mark Elvy
Information Technology
Chair:
Dr Kurosh Parsi
Diagnostic Imaging Taskforce
Chair:
Dr Gary Frydman
Member:
Dr Gabrielle McMullin

Scientific Meetings
Chair:
Member:

Standards Committee
Chair:
Training
Chair:
Member:

Dr Kurosh Parsi
Dr David Jenkins
Dr Louis Loizou
Prof. Ken Myers
Dr Paul Thibault
Dr John Barrett
Dr David Jenkins
Dr John Barrett
Dr Louis Loizou
Dr Kurosh Parsi

Newsletter Editorial Board
Editor:
Dr Jacqui Chirgwin
Preceptorships
Chair:
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Dr Louis Loizou
Dr Kurosh Parsi

Public Education
Chair:

Dr Gabrielle McMullin

Workshops
Chair:

Dr Louis Loizou

Administration
College Administrator
Accounts

Zivka Curkoski
Match Wu

To join the College Committees & Divisions or Interest Groups, please send an email to
Dr Parsi at kparsi@ozemail.com.au
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The Australasian College of Phlebology PO Box 549, Bondi Junction NSW 1355.
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phone: +61 2 9386 1811 fax: +61 2 9386 1822
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